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Credentialing: 
How to get reimbursed quicker with 
automated payor enrollment
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Problem

Manually submitting applications for providers to 

payors is a time-consuming process that can create an 

administrative burden for staff and potentially lead to 

a delay in reimbursement or missing out on treating 

potential patients. If a provider doesn’t get paid, the 

facility doesn’t get paid. If the facility doesn’t accept the 

preferred insurance plan of a patient, they lose out on 

providing care for a patient and the potential to build 

upon their customer base.
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Solution

While the processes of provider credentialing and 

provider enrollment are separate, their underlying 

co-dependency showcases a compelling argument to 

consider a single platform that accomplishes both tasks 

and eliminates the redundancy of manually collecting 

and inputting practitioner data into a multitude of 

documents by automating the processes.



How Ready Doc™ can help

Ready Doc™ Credentialing PLUS offers auto-f ill 

document templates for most major insurance 

companies to make the enrollment process easier 

and faster to accomplish. This helps to expedite 

reimbursements and provide a wider range of in-network 

insurance plans to patients. Since much of the provider 

data would already be securely stored in the Ready 

Doc™ platform, there is no duplication of collecting 

information, inputting information, or waiting for 

providers to respond to requests for information.

LEARN MORE: 
White Paper: Credentialing vs. Enrollment: Differences 
and Solutions

Ready Doc™ Admin

Ready Doc™ Provider

Document templates

Automated form f ill

Automated data entry
No more manual data entry of provider data in 

application documents. Your documents will always 

be accurate, pulling data from your provider roster 

and placing them in the correct place for meaningful 

communications with no errors.

https://issuu.com/marketing-intivahealth/docs/ih_provider_credentialing_vs_provider_enrollment
https://issuu.com/marketing-intivahealth/docs/ih_provider_credentialing_vs_provider_enrollment
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Ready Doc™ Credentialing allows providers (or 

administrators) to upload all credentialing documents in 

a secure, online repository. The documents can be easily 

accessed and shared with anyone that may need to view 

them. At the same time, the platform offers automated 

monitoring of the documents for advanced notif ications 

of any documents that may expire, such as medical 

licenses, DEA licenses, medical malpractice insurance, 

and every type of document your group requires. 

Ready Doc™ Messaging provides HIPAA-compliant 

communication tools. Care teams can communicate 

and share protected health information (PHI) on mobile 

devices or desktop workstations while mitigating the 

risk of a compliance breach. Ready Doc Messaging also 

enables groups to facilitate telehealth applications.

Ready Doc™ Learning When health care providers 

are not managing administrative tasks, securely 

communicating with their care teams, or providing 

virtual patient care via telehealth features, they can use 

the exact same platform to take ACCME-accredited 

Continuing Medical Education courses to enhance the 

level of care for their patients and meet state-mandated 

requirements to renew licenses.



NOW YOU’RE READY
To learn how Ready Doc™ can help your facility, 

visit IntivaHealth.com or email ReadyDoc@intivahealth.com.


